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Abstract: This paper extends an analytic framework based upon that of Cognitive Dimen
sions which provides formal definitions for assessing the suitability of interactive 
systems for particular tasks. Elsewhere we have demonstrated that interface design 
can benefit from interpreting cognitive dimensions as formal tools for assessing in
terface characteristics relevant to effective use. Our interpretation of these dimen
sions has the benefit of introducing a level of precision to the otherwise informal 
notion of cognitive dimension. In general developing a more precise interpretation 
of the dimensions is a necessary prerequisite for their employment within software 
engineering. 

In this paper an interpretation of the cognitive dimension termed 'premature com
mitment' is examined and its relation the dimensions of 'viscosity' considered. We 
demonstrate the appropriateness of the measures developed as a means of assessing 
implicit bias in interface behaviour and the general results that their formalisation 
enables. The effectiveness of the proposed formal characterisations is illustrated 
with a small case study. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Numerous conceptual tools have been proposed to alleviate the complexities of ef
fective interface design. This paper develops one such conceptual tool, termed cogni
tive dimensions. Cognitive dimensions have been proposed by Green (Green, 1989) 
as providing broadbrush widely applicable usability metrics. These ideas have re
ceived considerable interest and are widely recognised as a promising aids to design 
and evaluation activities within the broad domain of information artefacts (Gilmore, 
1997; Lavery et aI., 1996; Yang et aI., 1995; Green and Petre, 1996; Blandford and 
Green, 1997). The research described here is concerned with refining concepts drawn 
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from cognitive dimensions to provide an analytic basis for understanding and applying 
them. 

Employing formal models has a number of potential benefits: it provides a precise 
representation that can focus discussion and negotiation; tools and techniques can be 
employed to analyse a formal design prior to implementation and empirical evalua
tion; and design tools and techniques may directly feed off such representations. In 
this paper we are concerned with the first two of these benefits, with the aim of bridg
ing the gap between usability, as a poorly expressed requirement, and precise design 
representations, as necessitated by the eventual system. In some cases this has in
volved developing enhanced system models that embody usability requirements (Dix, 
1991; Roast and Siddiqi, 1997b; Roast, 1998), while in others explicit models of the 
user (or task) have been formally combined with system representations (Barnard and 
Harrison, 1992; Duke et aI., 1995; Harrison et aI., 1993; Palanque and Bastide, 1997). 

An analytical framework incorporating formal interpretations of some of the cog
nitive dimensions has been developed and applied to systems ranging from individual 
dialogue boxes to programming environments (Roast and Siddiqi, 1996; Siddiqi and 
Roast, 1997). 

The paper first introduces the particular dimensions examined and illustrates the ap
proach to be taken by briefly reviewing viscosity. Formal interpretations of the dimen
sion of 'premature commitment' are introduced and examined. Finally, the validity of 
the formalisation is considered using a small case study. 

2. INTERPRETING COGNITIVE DIMENSIONS 

Cognitive dimensions (Green, 1989) have been developed as psychologically mo
tivated metrics for a wide range of devices that focus upon factors central to success
ful use. The dimensions suggest a valuable and informal evaluative space in which 
artefacts can be located and compared (Green and Petre, 1996). In particular the di
mensions are intended to reflect general concepts which are familiar and yet not well 
understood, hence they support the articulation of a range of familiar interactive be
haviours and interface characteristics in terms that are sufficiently general to enable 
diverse design problems, and their solutions, to be easily related. The dimensions ide
ally provide a framework available to both designers and users which supports both 
interface evaluation and design. The informal nature of cognitive dimensions is in 
some cases assumed to benefit to their broad application and adoption as an evalu
ative aid. However their largely anecdotal nature is highly limiting when consider
ing their uniform and consistent application, as demanded by an engineering context 
(Gilmore, 1997; Lavery et aI., 1996; Yang et aI., 1995). In addition, very few studies of 
the dimensions have focused upon understanding the characteristics of the underlying 
framework which they presuppose. 

In this paper we concern ourselves primarily with the dimension termed premature 
commitment and identify its potential associations with dimensions of viscosity. For 
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both premature commitment and viscosity the primary concern is how hard it is for 
users to reach or transform easily particular goal states. 

Premature Commitment concerns the complexities associated with of attaining a 
specific goal state and the possible inappropriateness of the states encountered and 
the actions necessary to satisfy the primary goal. In particular, it involves the system 
engaging the user in making a decision which is not immediately relevant to achieving 
their primary goal. A simple example is that of a desktop publishing package which 
when starting a new document asks the user how many pages their document is to 
consist of. Clearly, for some uses the number of pages in a document may be a primary 
concern in which case the interface behaviour may not be problematic. However for 
many document preparation tasks, such as report writing, the number of pages is more 
commonly a secondary outcome of completing the document (the primary goal). If 
we take this example to be illustrative of premature commitment, we can observe 
that in attempting to achieve one primary goal: the user has to engage in achieving 
a secondary sub-goal; and, the secondary sub-goal is not essential for achieving the 
primary goal. 

By contrast viscosity concerns the complexity of achieving changes in the medium 
offered by an interface. Two types of resistance to change have been examined: repet
itive viscosity refers to modifications involving intensive, and often repetitive, user 
effort; knock-on viscosity refers to the need for corrective work following a conceptu
ally simple modification. 

2.1 Formalisation 

The formal interpretation of cognitive dimensions serves a number of purposes. 
First, it provides a common framework in which the informal notions can be rep
resented and related. In general this benefits interface engineering, supporting the 
general understanding of how factors influencing effective and appropriate interaction 
are inter-related. Second, the formal interpretation provides a framework in which 
the concepts underlying illustrative examples can be teased-out and refined, and their 
overall validity assessed. 

The approach taken to modelling the dimensions in this research is that of em
ploying a design representation as a means of expressing system characteristics and 
requirements in system objective terms (Jackson, 1997). This approach provides a 
focused perspective upon the artefact, treating factors such as the context of use, user 
tasks and psychological make-up as reflected within the artefact. System orientated 
modelling reflects the complexity of interface design in which system behaviours can 
only be defined in terms of the interaction history. The same approach has been em
ployed elsewhere to investigate the implicit assumptions underlying interface design 
and the impact of user centred requirements upon system specification and architec
ture (Dix, 1991; Dearden and Harrison, 1997; Markopoulos et aI., 1997; Roast, 1997). 

To characterise cognitive dimensions it has been convenient to provide interpreta
tions based upon: the goals (and sub-goals) which users may achieve, and the user 
inputs which enable users to satisfy different goals. This system framework is clearly 
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not cognitive in nature and hence our interpretations are best viewed as comprises 
between the cognitive view and the practical demands of the system model. 

2.2 Examining Viscosity 

A previous investigation of the cognitive dimensions of viscosity has been con
ducted and used to illustrate inter-dependencies between repetitive viscosity and knock
on viscosity (Siddiqi and Roast, 1997). 

Repetitive viscosity concerns the complexity of actions required to make modifica
tions. We model these in terms of the user inputs which can implement a modification 
which is characterised by a pre-condition (pre) and a post-condition (post). The ex
pression pre REP post is taken to denote the language of all possible input sequences 
which can satisfy post starting from a state in which pre is satisfied. The repetitive 
viscosity of changes are assessed in terms of the complexity of pre REP post. At 
present we have taken the length of the minimal elements within pre REP post as a 
simple and immediate measure of complexity. 

This model can be illustrated using a simple example of editing an enumerated list 
(such as a reference list). We will assume use goals include: enum meaning the list 
is enumerated, and; list( ... ) indicating the list contents. The repetitive viscosity of 
adding an item (N) to the list is based upon the language: 

This language would include inputs which locate the point of insertion and enter the 
new item. The added complexity of modifying an enumerated list (without special 
tool support) can be illustrated when we consider adding an item and keeping the list 
enumerated: 

(enum /\ list(lt, ... ,In)) REP (enum /\ list(lt, ... ,Ii, N,Ii+!' ... ,In)) 

This language will not only include the insertion of the new item, but also the neces
sary commands to keep the list enumerated. 

By contrast, knock-on viscosity is characterised in terms of how a system makes the 
satisfaction of some goals unnecessarily interfere with others. One characterisation 
of this interference is where an input satisfies one user goal (P), and yet a second 
goal (q) is not satisfied - this relation is written p DIS q. In our examination of 
knock-on viscosity, the number of instances of DIS that can influence a modification 
is taken to be indicative of the degree of knock-on viscosity. For example, considering 
the modification of an enumerated list we have that: list(!!, .. .In) DIS enum when 
inserting an item. That is, achieving a specific list content by inserting an item results 
in the list no longer being enumerated, thus the user may subsequently have to re
satisfy enum. 

The distinctive nature of the two dimensions modelled can be illustrated by the con
sidering the effect of modifying the list edit example to include an 'auto-enumerate' 
command. In this case the repetitive viscosity can be reduced since the work to enu
merate a list is now far simpler using the 'auto-enumerate' command. However, de-
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spite the availability of the new command, the instance of DIS still holds, thus indi
cating the persistence of a more general level of resistance to change. 

2.2.1 Composition 

Assuming that these interpretations are reasonable characterisations, their formal 
definitions can be used to investigate general properties of the dimensions. Such gen
eral properties can be used to provided a predictive assessment of general classes of 
interfaces and identify legitimacy of particular design proposals (Roast, 1997). This 
can be illustrated by considering interface designs expressed in terms of the composi
tion of interface elements. 

Briefly, given two interfaces (A and B) which both enable access to the same func
tionality. If a design is proposed which combines the two interfaces (A EEl B) enabling 
users to freely switch between A and B, then the viscosity of the combined interface 
can be inferred using the definitions. The repetitive viscosity of A EEl B will be the 
minimum of that of A and B; and, the knock-on viscosity of A EEl B will be summa
tive, that is the knock-on viscosity of A and B combined. Hence, under this form of 
composition repetitive viscosity will be no worse than that of the individual elements 
composed, where as knock-on viscosity will be no better. 

These observations illustrate one way in which a cognitive dimensional space can 
be investigated by virtue of relying on accurate definitions. In particular, such ob
servations can be related back to the informal concepts as a means of clarifying their 
effective application. 

3. PREMATURE COMMITMENT 

This section develops a proposed formal characterisation of the system behaviours 
we would consider to be indicative of premature commitment. The notation used 
to represent the dimension formally is an action logic ACTL (Nicola et aI., 1991). 
Temporal action logics have been utilised elsewhere in formally modelling interac
tion (Paterno, 1997). In this work atemporal propositions correspond to system state 
properties and the influence of user inputs is represented by temporal constructs. 

Briefly, for any property p: 

• [op]p is true iff following the input op, property p is true; 
• AG p is true iff following any sequence of inputs p is true; 
• EF p is true iff there is some sequence of inputs that may lead to p being true; 
• A p U q is true iff in all futures p is true until q is true. 

When using ACTL we assume that all inputs, or operations, are user driven and that 
all user goals correspond to state properties. 

In the introduction we employed the notion of a primary goal and a secondary (un
foreseen) goal, and described premature commitment as the user having to satisfy the 
secondary goal prior to achieving the primary goal. In terms of the initial example, the 
primary goal would be to complete the document and the secondary goal would be to 
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declare the size of the document in pages. To develop a formal estimation of prema
ture commitment we focus upon three facets of the concept: (i) the characterisation 
of how the secondary goal is unavoidable; (ii) the relationship between the secondary 
and primary goals which indicates the inappropriateness of having to commit to the 
first, and; (iii) the initial conditions implicit in cases of premature commitment. 

Imposed ordering For a secondary goal to be premature, it is not possible for the pri
mary goal to be satisfied without the user having to explicitly encounter the secondary 
goal. 

A special notation will be used to represent user actions which explicitly concern 
possible goal properties. The user action assertg will be used to represent an input by 
the user which confirms or inputs information asserting the goal property g. 

In order to represent unavoidably encountering the secondary goal, we have all pos
sible futures satisfying the primary goal (P) only after asserting the secondary goal 
(q): 

A (-.p) U [assertq]q 

Always not p until q has been asserted 

It can be noted that this is a weak interpretation of the imposed ordering that has been 
attributed to some examples of premature commitment. In particular the above prop
erty does not demand that the secondary goal is satisfied strictly before the primary, 
since it is possible that the input assertq can satisfy it. Thus, a similar investigation of 
premature commitment could focus upon the stronger characterisation, such as: 

A (-.p) U [assertq](q 1\ -,p) 

Contingency In addition to the imposed ordering the description of premature com
mitment suggests that the goals involved are r elated within the domain. Here, we 
consider the possible dependencies between the primary and secondary goals that sys
tems can impose. 

First, the secondary goal is often deemed unforeseen or inappropriate when focusing 
upon the primary goal. Hence, one view of the word processor example is that the 
size of the document in pages is independent of the goal of completing the document. 
Thus, in general the secondary goal is superfluous. One way of characterising this lack 
of dependency between the goals is to require that no logical alternative is intrinsically 
prevented: 

AG (EF (p 1\ q) 1\ EF (-,p 1\ q) 1\ EF (p 1\ -,q) 1\ EF (-,p 1\ -,q)) 

No domain dependencies exist between p and q 
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Second, the account of premature commitment can be interpreted as focusing the users 
attention upon secondary details which would have to be answered at some point in 
order to achieve the primary goal. Hence, in the context of the example, this interpre
tation suggests that the number of pages is a facet of the users' primary goals, which 
they are required to declare earlier than they wish. In this case the relation between 
the primary and secondary goal, is that the secondary goal is entailed by the primary. 

AG (p :::} q) 

p entails q 

Initial Conditions Examples of premature commitment describe behaviour starting 
from some situation initiating a period of interaction. Hence its formal characterisa
tion should make explicit the initial condition for such a period. Formally, there is no 
simple way to characterise what is perceived as a period of use, but for it being the 
case that neither primary or secondary goals are met when the period starts. Hence, 
we propose a relatively weak initial condition: -,p /\ -'q. 

We combine these elements to obtain formal interpretation of strong prematurity and 
weak prematurity. Strong prematurity is distinguished by the primary goal not logi
cally entailing the secondary goal. 

Definition The goal q is said to be strongly premature to p (written q PREM p), 
iff: 

-,p /\ -'q/\ 
A (-,p) U [assertq]q/\ 
AG (EF (p /\ q) /\ EF (-.p /\ q) /\ EF (p /\ -.q) /\ EF (-.p /\ -.q)) 

The two goals are domain independent, however it is not possible to satisfy p without 
first asserting q. 

Definition The goal q is said to be weakly premature to p (written q prem p), iff: 

-'p /\ -,q/\ 
A (-.p) U [assertq]q/\ 
AG p :::} q 

In general, p entails q within the domain, however it is not possible to satisfy p without 
first asserting q. 

3.1 The Interpretation Applied 

In this section we characterise three reported examples of premature commitment. 

3.1.1 Programming By Example 

Modugno et al. (Modugno et aI., 1994) describe a GUI front end to an operating sys
tem which provides a 'programming by example' facility - the user demonstrates an 
operation and the system derives a script for performing the operation. Two examples, 
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of high and low premature commitment are reported with this facility. First, if the user 
wishes to ensure a derived script is robust, they must engage in an activity of checking 
its behaviour for all possible classes of data object that it may encounter. Second, 
the derivation in itself makes assumptions about the generalisable characteristics of a 
demonstration, and the user does not have to speculate about specific details. 

Both examples, depend upon distinguishing an operation which is properly defined 
to accommodate all contingencies (termed robust), from a derived operation which is 
adequate for many purposes but not necessarily all. The first is considered prematurely 
committing since the user has to check details which they may not have envisaged, 
and the second has low commitment since the user does not have to examine the 
generalisations made. For both cases we characterise an operation as a set of condition 
action pairs (Cl' ad, ... , (cn , an) which identify the function performed. In the case 
of a derived operation (drvd) there will be conditions under which the operation does 
not function correctly, since the operation is mechanically 'guessed'. In the case of 
a robust operation (robust) which a user may wish to develop, all conditions will be 
accommodated. 

The first case of premature commitment has the primary goal of robust and recog
nises that some conditions action pairs have to be provided by the user in order to 
achieve the goal. The condition action pairs asserted are premature in the sense that the 
conditions will include unforeseen system configurations, hence: (Ci' ai) prem robust. 
This is weak prematurity since robust will entail the asserted condition action pair 
(Ci' ai). 

The second case of low premature commitment is a negative example - it is not 
the case that the user has to assert, say, (Cj, aj) in order to achieve the goal of having 
the operation defined. Since the derived operation drvd is the primary goal, its lack 
of robustness is not a concern. Thus, assuming the derived operation drvd includes 
(cj,aj), then: "",(ci,ai) prem drvd). 

3.1.2 Visual Programming 

In many visual programming environments programs are constructed out of icons 
representing data and operations and arcs (or wires) linking them. As a result the pro
grammer 'draws' a program and often has to guess as to appropriateness of physical 
locations for the icons used without a full awareness of their best location when the 
program is complete. Hence, the user's primary goal may be to declare a data source, 
without having to commit themselves to a physical location for the data source icon 
(Green and Petre, 1996). 

Assuming that for a required data source, the source can be identified as well as 
its location, we have: locationIDed prem dataSourceIDed. The premature commit
ment is weak since within the domain of visual programming the identification of the 
data source cannot be achieved without providing a location. 

3.1.3 Prototype Objects 

In some event based programming environments, a prototype object sort can only 
be built from an object instance. Hence, ideally the user has to create an instance 
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object with the characteristics that will suit the prototype. However, the mechanism 
can prematurely commit the inexperienced programmer to prototype objects with the 
instance specific characteristics of the object from which it was built (Gilmore, 1997). 

A prototype object with generic attributes cannot be created without creating an 
instance object with specific attributes. Since the prototype object does not necessitate 
specific attributes, we have: 

specificAttributes PREM prototype Object 

4. EFFECTS OF PREMATURE COMMITMENT 

Here we examine the interpretations developed and consider how their formal prop
erties inform our understanding of the informal dimensions, and how an analysis of 
the interpretations can motivate their refinement and their scope of applicability. 

4.1 Prematurity under composition 

It is valuable to be able to assess the influence of module composition upon prema
ture commitment, since it can help inform system development involving the extension 
and the combination of sub-systems. As with viscosity, the fonnal interpretation of 
premature commitment enables the effect of composition upon the dimension to be 
easily assessed. We consider combining two alternative interfaces (A and B) which 
access the same underlying functionality. The combined interface (A EB B) allows 
users to freely move between and use A and B independently. The interpretation 
of premature commitment under this type of composition shows that both types of 
prematurity can be reduced: 

If p prem q for A, and notp prem q for B, then notp prem q for A EB B, 

Hence, the degree of prematurity for A EB B is less than (or equal to) that of A or B. 
This concurs with our intuitions, consider a system A involving a case of premature 

commitment, making another system B equally available to the user has the potential 
to allow the user to still satisfy their goal while avoiding the prematurity embodied 
in A. Hence cases of premature commitment can be avoided by the provision of ad
ditional tool support. Thus for the visual programming example, a tool offering an 
alternative view, such as text, would enable a data source to be identified and used 
(dataSourceIDed) without having to commit to its specific visual location (location
!Ded). 

4.2 Relations with Viscosity 

4.2.1 Knock-on Viscosity 

Knock-on viscosity characterises a change which affects the overall integrity of the 
object being altered. As a result knock-on viscosity is not so much concerned with 
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resistance to change but with the impact that alterations can have upon a system, or 
object, as a whole. The notion has been interpreted formally with the concept of 
'disruption' which relates two goals and an input, such that: if the input results in the 
first goal being satisfied, then the second goal is negated. 

In principle, formal association between the characterisation of knock-on viscos
ity and that of premature commitment can be sought. It is possible to employ for
mal methods to determine in what cases disruption may entail premature commitment 
and vice-versa. Several potential dependencies between the two have been examined 
yielding highly specific conditions qualifying the dependency relation. On reflection, 
these qualifying conditions are sufficiently specific that we conclude there to be mini
mal inherent dependencies linking the two dimensions. 

4.2.2 Repetitive Viscosity 

Repetitive viscosity has been characterised by the language of user inputs capable 
of achieving a specified change, and the subsequent assessment of the complexity of 
that language. Relating this to premature commitment, it can be shown that instances 
of prematurity imply an inequality between two comparable languages. This suggests 
that premature commitment contributes to the viscosity of satisfying the primary goal. 

Assuming an instance of premature commitment q prem p, the repetitive viscosity 
of achieving p from the initial conditions is (-,p /\ -,q) REPp, and the repetitive viscos
ity of achieving q is (-,p/\ -,q) REPq. The definition of q prem p entails the satisfaction 
of q prior to p, hence for the above two languages: there is an input sequence achiev
ing the secondary goal q which is a prefix of an input sequence achieving the primary 
goal p. This links the languages, showing that the two are not independent, the com
plexity of one can influence the other. Taking the minimal language as a measure of 
repetitive viscosity, the above observation shows that achieving the secondary goal 
may be less viscous than achieving the primary. 

The linkage of the concepts of premature commitment and repetitive viscosity is 
weakened by the fact that premature commitment is specific to the initial conditions of 
an interactive use, where as repetitive viscosity is not specific to any temporal context. 

The weak dependency between premature commitment and both types of viscosity 
can be of benefit - it informs us that the dimensions may be addressed independently. 
Such an observation supports the feasibility of 'design guidelines' which propose that 
the impact one dimension can be compensated for by another. For example, Gilmore 
(Gilmore, 1997) proposes that impact of high premature commitment can be combated 
with low viscosity in order to allow premature decisions to be easily revised. 

5. CASE STUDY 

Having introduced a formal interpretation for the notion of premature commitment 
we illustrate its application in more detail by examining an interactive tool. The partic
ular tool to be examined is called "WiZe", it is a WYSIWYG-style editor for writing 
specifications in the formal language 'Z'. We use an example of WiZe's behaviour to 
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illustrate the manner in which our account of premature commitment relates to prop
erties of the tool which would be informally judged as imposing unwarranted ordering 
and load upon users. 

WiZe has been developed as part of an on going research project which is now nearing 
completion (Morrey et aI., 1996). The tool is used by both staff and students in the 
preparation of papers and teaching related material. 

WiZe is designed to help its users author and prepare system specifications in the Z 
notation. The Z notation has been developed to enable the specification of systems 
in terms of discrete mathematics (Spivey, 1988). One distinctive feature of Z is that 
is provides a structuring mechanism for specifications which enables a collection of 
related elements, termed schemas, to be introduced and then used in various combi
nations to define more complex elements and systems. 

WiZe provides a basic word processor interface with the addition of menus and di
alogues providing access to the mathematical symbols of Z and schema constructs. 
Schemas are created using a dialogue in which the user identifies the type of the new 
schema and a new schema name. (Note that for purposes ofthis examination we only 
consider labelled schemas within the Z notation.) The new schema is then created 
without any content and the user is free to enter details when they wish to. WiZe pro
vides a number of schema specific operations, such as schema-cut and schema-copy, 
and automatically maintains the uniqueness of each schema name. 

In order to characterise premature commitment within WiZe, we consider the fol
lowing possible user goals orientated to schema creation: 
• sc = a schema exists with a specific content 
• sn = a schema exists with a specific name 

Different styles of use of WiZe can be characterised within the context of these 
goals by considering alternative combinations of them as primary user goals. For 
example: 
• The primary goal of just sc corresponds to use focused upon the expression of spe
cific schema content without consideration for the type of schema required or its name. 
• An alternative type of use which maybe viewed as more strategic and promoting 
the structure and readability of a specification is for the primary goal to be sn. In this 
case the user is focusing upon naming specification elements, and not detailing their 
content or formal meaning. 
• The final example is where the primary goal is sc 1\ sn. Here, both aspects of 
the specification being prepared are of equal importance. One can think of this case 
as being close to the use of WiZe purely as a type-setting tool where a previously 
prepared specification is being transcribed using the tool. 

When creating a schema WiZe's dialogue requires the name of the schema before 
any schema construct appears in the document and before any content can be provided. 
This behaviour can be characterised as prematurely committing the user to the schema 
name. 
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The initial condition is a WiZe document in which a required schema is not given 
in terms of its content, its type, or its label: --se /\ --sn. 

Satisfying the goal of having a new schema with the required content is only pos
sible following the dialogue in which the user has to assert the schema name. This 
behaviour conforms with: A (--se) U [assertsnlsn. 

Finally, WiZe maintains a degree of specification integrity which prevents the au
thor from creating some specifications which are ambiguous in various respects. Within 
WiZe although a schema can be created without content, a schema without a name 
cannot be create(,i. Thus we have: AG (sc :::} sn). 

Combining these formal properties together yields a weak premature commitment 
to a schema name: sn prem sc. 

The biases that instances of premature commitment reflect have been described in 
terms of primary and secondary goals. More generally such biases reflect often im
plicit assumptions about the way in which a tool is intended to be used, and thus they 
can be seen as claims about what are users' primary goals. For example, the exam
ination of WiZe suggests premature commitment to sn, however this can be viewed 
as claim about WiZe users - Claim: WiZe users primary goal within the context of 
schema creation is the schema name. 

In fact since users frequently adapt to the nuances of the tools they employ, we can 
look towards user experiences of WiZe for evidence of adopting sn as a primary goal, 
in preference to sc. A survey examined this hypothesis, novice and experienced WiZe 
users were encouraged to reflect on the best ways in which to use the tool by asking 
them to select instructional statements suitable for new WiZe users. The outcome of 
the survey showed that more experienced WiZe users favoured instructions which en
couraged the choice of schema name prior to its creation. Out of 23 users a total of 
nine expressed an opinion on the choice of schema name prior to creating a schema. 
Of the nine, four of the more experienced users, and one inexperienced user, recom
mended the choice of schema names, and the other four inexperienced users rejected 
the same advice. In summary: 

experience recommended no opinion rejected 
2: 6 hours 4 (17%) 19 (83%) 0(0%) 
< 6 hours 1 (4%) 18 (79%) 4 (17%) 

Although this survey did not form part of a planned experiment, the outcome does 
provide some supportive evidence for sn being adopted as a primary goal. In addi
tion, this suggests that the behaviour classed as premature commitment is relevant in 
assessing how tools such as WiZe get used. 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This paper contributes to an investigation into the formal characterisation of psycho
logically motivated measures of notations and tools. This work is novel in adapting 
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a primarily cognitive perspective to a system based framework. Positioning'the di
mensions within a well defined framework has enabled their precise exposition, this 
not only enables trade-offs and comparisons between dimensions to be investigated 
but it also encourages the re-examination, and informal exposition, of the dimensions 
currently used. In addition we have also addressed a major weakness of cognitive 
dimensions by employing an interpretative framework relating directly to the charac
teristics of interactive systems. This not only allows the dimensions to provided with 
a system-based meaning, but is serves as basis for employing them constructively in 
development. 

In summary, generalising from the formal examination: 
• at least two formally distinct classes of premature commitment can be distinguished 
• cases of premature commitment can be reduced by the introduction of complemen
tary sub-systems. 
• cases of both knock-on viscosity and repetitive viscosity are not strongly related to 
instances of premature commitment. 

There have been a variety of approaches to capturing interface usability issues 
within formal frameworks, The formal frameworks developed have been motivated 
by concerns, ranging from cognitive modelling and requirements engineering through 
to enabling rigorous software development and appropriate software architectures. In 
many cases these approaches have been driven by a rich set of examples, or scenarios, 
and have demonstrated a 'craft' approach to modelling which is largely conducted and 
employed by experts but not widely exploited. 

FORMAL FRAMEWORK 
t t 

examples & 
explanations 

t 

dependencies 
& composition 

t 
INFORMAL FRAMEWORK 

experience & 
observation 

t 

design & evaluation 
resources 

DESIGNERS & USERS 

Figure 1: A role for generic formal modelling in HeI 

By contrast, the modelling conducted in this paper is orientated towards developing 
the underlying framework upon which the informal and compelling notion of cognitive 
dimensions may depend. Hence, the specifics of the formal framework inform and 
elaborate the foundations for conceptual tools which have been developed for wide
spread adoption and exploitation (figure 1). This approach places modelling in context 
where its utility lies in contributing to the understanding, and subsequent effective use 
of, what would otherwise be informal tools for design and evaluation. 
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Discussion 

Gilbert Cockton: What would a developer lose by using UAN rather than modal logic 
to specify and analyse premature commitment? 

Chris Roast: IT is not for developers, it is for theory developers, to improve cognitive 
dimensions. 

Gilbert Cockton: Okay, so what would I lose from using UAN for theory develop
ment? 

Chris Roast: What you lose and gain depends on the inferential mechanisms that come 
with UAN and logic. 

Gilbert Cockton: UAN has no inferential mechanisms, but I can still spot premature 
commitment. 

Chris Roast: That is okay, but you may not be able to prove it with UAN alone. 

Ken Fishkin: What is the difference between formal statements and textual statements 

Chris Roast: The property is more precisely represented in the formal statements and 
the inferences associated with them are more reliable. 

Nick Graham: Have you attempted to use model checking techniques to examine the 
properties expressed by your ACTL specifications? 

Chris Roast:Just started using model checking techniques. 

Fabio Paterno: To apply model checking techniques you need to provide also some 
specification of the system that you want to analyse, what notation do you use for this 
purpose? 

Chris Roast: We have started first exercises using Augmented State Machines encoded 
in Prolog. 

John Grundy: I have been using cognitive dimensions in the analysis of high level 
design tools. In the case of premature commitment I've found that some users see 
premature commitment within such tools as a 'good' reflection of the methodology 
the tool supports, where as other users see the premature commitment as restrictive 
and under-desirable. 

Chris Roast: The traditional view of cognitive dimensions is that there is no value 
judgement with a dimension hence one could not say whether a case of premature 
commitment is 'good' or 'bad' out of context. In the context you describe one account 
would be say that the same tool is being used in significantly different ways: one use 
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is for those who prefer the premature behaviour and adherence to a methodology; and, 
the other use is one which is not so closely allied to a prescribed method of use. 

loelle Coutaz: What about using the length of interaction trajectory to reason about 
premature commitment? 

Chris Roast: I have related only viscosity with respect to interaction tr<tiectory length. 
Hence trajectory length may give an measure of severity, however in the paper we 
only look at the concept and not its severity. 

Henrik Christensen: How to relate premature commitment with technical description? 

Chris Roast: Clearly the technical description looses characteristics of the informal 
concept. The work has progressed with aim of interpreting cognitive dimensions in 
terms that are relevant to interface engineers while remaining meaningful for usabil
ity engineers. Reflecting this, the interpretations examined so far are not "written in 
stone" but are best viewed as potentially valuable interpretations of cognitive dimen
sions, we are keen to entertain other interpretations and their refinement. 
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